Dear Students,

Your final exam is next Monday, which means our time together is coming to a close. To celebrate the quarter and all your hard work we will be holding a review session!

By request the format will be a different than the previous two reviews. We will split our time between practice questions and open the floor for a question and answer session.

As before we ask that students submit review questions. We are looking for questions that really probe the material and require a fundamental understanding of the concepts.

For example, instead of:
In crystallography what does alpha stand for?

Ask:
Why is the phase angle important for the determination of electron density and how is alpha experimentally derived?

Remember that the final will cover approximately 50% old and 50% new material.

Submit your questions by 12:00 pm Friday. Email to maklan@biology.ucsc.edu

Time and location:
Friday December 2, 2011
7:00PM to 9:00PM
Room: Nat Sci Annex 101

Study tip: Print the problem sets and midterms, do them without your notes. Review the material that you do not fully understand.

Sincerely,
Eric and Hossein